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What is Open Lobby?
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As one of the most significant 

brand transformations that 

IHG hotels have ever seen, 

Open Lobby is a clear game 

changer for Holiday Inn 

putting a new spin on the 

traditional perception of the 

hotel public area within the 

European hotel industry.

The Open Lobby forms a major part of 

IHG’s roadmap of innovation.

Built on the foundations of careful and 

extensive research, the concept has a 

proven track record of turning a 

traditionally underutilised area into 

loyalty driving, revenue-generating 

welcoming areas to work, eat, drink 

and socialise.

An industry game changer for hotel open spaces

“Product innovations such as the 

Holiday Inn Open Lobby 

differentiate the Holiday Inn brand 

in the ‘sea of sameness’ and drive 

brand loyalty and recognition, 

increasing revenue and operational 

efficiency to improve owner ROI 

and increase colleague 

engagement.”

Elisabeth Ditlbacher, Brand Director, 

Holiday Inn and Extended Stay Europe, 

IHG
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A complete rethink of the traditional public space

▪ Research into concept, design and F&B was 

commissioned through extensive qualitative and 

quantitative consumer surveys and focus groups 

throughout the UK, France, Germany and Italy.  

▪ The new lobby project was designed based on an 

IHG travel insights report, which revealed the 

emergence of a new breed of business traveller who 

prefer creative coffee-house-style environments. 

▪ Guests wanted a flexible, informal environment 

where they could eat & drink, relax, have fun, 

connect and transition easily between these.

▪ Open Lobby reflects these changing habits. Zoned 

areas for entertainment, connectivity and round-

the-clock dining create a vibrant atmosphere.

▪ The very first onsite pilot lab was launched in the US in 

2011 through an innovations agency and the first pilot 

site was opened at the Holiday Inn London - Brentford 

Lock in 2012 at a total cost of £780k.

▪ In 2015 IHG made it brand standard across Europe.

▪ By 2017 77% of Europe Holiday Inn hotels had 

implemented or committed to renovating their hotel to 

include an Open Lobby, driving an overall uplift in guest 

satisfaction scores +6ppts Guest Love and +15% on 

F&B revenue. 
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“The Open Lobby takes conventional 

prescriptive hotel design thinking and turns it 

on its head. The five modes; eat & drink, 

relax, have fun, connectivity and transition 

are designed to encourage a seamless, 

flexible and unique guest experience.”

Stuart Bradbury, ADS Design



Existing Open Lobby hotels and forecast
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Since the launch in 2012 IHG has successfully opened over 80 Open Lobby hotels across its European portfolio of Holiday 

Inn.



Hotel innovation: Food & 

Beverage, Design and Service 
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Open Lobby was created in line with guest and owner insight

IHG worked closely with a number of external partners and consultants to achieve successful roll-out.  

This fantastic new brand experience was delivered through three key areas of innovation;

• Flexible design 

• Signature design elements

• Modern look, feel and function.

• Home-from-home 

• Flexible F&B encourages guests to 

dine in

• Mirrors high street dining

• Multi-skilled staff

• One-team approach

• Hosts ensure outstanding service
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Stylish Design & Modern Facilities 

In partnership with ADS Design, hospitality interior and 

architectural designers, IHG created modern flexible 

spaces designed to give guests more efficient use of the 

hotel’s public areas. 

The new concept combines the front desk, lobby, 

restaurant, bar, lounge area and business centre into one 

open space with a more contemporary feel. 

⎻ Innovations in design include;

⎻ E-Bar with Apple iMac computers

⎻ free Wi-Fi and power outlets available in every area

⎻ informal meeting space 

⎻ 24-7 To-Go Café, serving Starbucks coffee (UK only). 

Open Lobby also features gaming areas and useful travel 

accessories are for sale
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Design is optimised for each hotel 

Signature design features ensure a level of identifiable 

consistency and create a brand identity across the 

portfolio

▪ Modern design focuses on guest engagement and 

ROI

▪ Flexible design solutions for all property types

▪ Value engineered for time-efficient, cost-effective 

implementation

▪ Signature elements update the brand identity 

across over 80 European hotels

▪ Design is flexible with several formats to suit different 

hotels, markets and local tastes 

▪ IHG work with hotel owners to get this right. A dedicated 

team of IHG Design Managers present flexible solutions 

to make the Open Lobby implementation as easy as 

possible. Even the most challenging layouts comply with 

brand standards .

▪ For example; Holiday Inn Northampton West wanted to 

add a touch of the neighbourhood to the design.  A 

display of artefacts was introduced to play on the history 

of shoe making - local to the Northampton area. These 

give the guest a sense of location. 
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“The Open Lobby takes conventional 

prescriptive hotel design thinking and turns 

it on its head. The five modes; eat & drink, 

relax, have fun, connectivity and transition 

are designed to encourage a seamless, 

flexible and unique guest experience.”

Seb Waring, general manager, Holiday Inn Northampton West (transformed into an Open Lobby in 2016)

“Our aim was to create a home from home for all our 

guests.  It’s an incredible space, no longer just somewhere 

for arrivals and departures but is a comfortable, colourful 

and vibrant place for guests to spend their time.” 



Open Lobby plus dining - One open, connected space
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As part of an overall transformation of 

the physical hotel environment, IHG 

wanted to create a genuinely 

compelling service experience to 

ensure it was as distinctive and 

appealing to the guests as the new 

interior design.

Reflecting the brand heritage of 

Holiday Inn’s founder Kemmons Wilson, 

who founded the brand in 1952 and 

was renowned for his belief in the 

power of a smile, the Open Lobby 

service structure takes a one-team 

approach. 

Developing new service behaviours

In partnership with TMI, customer 

experience consultants, a series 

of co-creation sessions with guests 

and hotel teams explored service 

enhancements.

“The Open Lobby 

service structure takes 

a one-team approach”
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“The new service behaviours were piloted in a handful of hotels. We worked 

directly with the hotel leadership teams to support, monitor, adapt and coach 

the new behaviours. We were also able to co-create prototype learning tools 

and job aids with the hotel teams which would then be developed for the roll 

out.”
Gillian James, MD of TMI



Project Making Guests Smile

A refreshed suite of service behaviours and signatures 

was developed through project Making Guests Smile. 

This incorporates; 

▪ Distinctive service from check-in to check-out;

▪ Multi-skilled teams for operational and resourcing 

efficiencies;

▪ Face-to-face leadership training;

▪ Toolkits to upskill teams and establish best 

practices

Innovation in service includes 3 key elements; 

1. The Holiday Inn ‘Smile’ (leaving hand written 

notes with smiles on bills, napkins etc.)

2. The word “Enjoy” – putting more warmth into a 

stay

3. V.I.K (very important kids programme) more 

emphasis on kids enjoying the experience (e.g. 

games baskets at mealtimes)

These initiatives have helped elevate both guest and 

colleague experience positively.
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▪ Everyone to play ‘host’. This delivers a streamlined service 

and more efficient approach to resourcing and operations.

▪ Colleagues are more engaged and motivated because they 

are not restricted to one job but can get involved with other 

departments.

▪ Hotels were evaluated on their internal guest rating system   

and through a pre and post pilot intercept survey.  

▪ The results were extremely positive with guests identifying 

and referencing the service signatures and rating the overall 

service style as significantly better post-pilot.  Increase in 

likelihood to return and recommend was in the region of 10 

points (from an already high base). 

“Guests are stopping to say how well they have been 
treated by all members of the hotel; and the children 
are loving the VIK wristband and moments of 
delight.” Wayne Morris, GM, Holiday Inn Portsmouth



Every year since its launch IHG has 

doubled the number of refurbishments, 

putting the company on track to achieve 

estate transformation by the end of 

2020. 

Open Lobby has been value engineered 

to reduce refurbishment costs.

IHG provide a one stop shop design 

support to maximise every m2.  This 

includes: 

▪ Operational implementation support 

- fit out manual, design immersion, 

workshops, design/construction 

reviews and opening visits.

▪ Annual UK menu bank refresh - over 

150 fully developed recipes

▪ F&B toolkit to drive F&B 

performance

▪ Making Guests Smile training

▪ Commercial toolkit to maximise ROI 

Today, momentum behind the innovation roll-out is stronger than ever

Hotels receive full marketing 

communications support;

▪ Prime placement on 

holidayinn.com desktop and 

mobile websites across Europe

▪ Landing page on 

holidayinn.com promoting new 

F&B, design & service features

▪ Upfront promotion across 

loyalty channels and brand 

emails to over 1.7 million IHG 

Rewards Club members

▪ Bespoke in hotel collateral 

focuses on revenue-generating 

actions like increasing dwell 

time and driving F&B spend
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Evaluation & Success
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As one of the world’s largest brands, Holiday Inn® has 

been shaped with guest satisfaction and return on 

investment in mind. 

Nothing reflects these principles more clearly than the 

success of the Open Lobby which has become one of 

the six pillars of success to the brand transformation.

Since introducing Open Lobby in 2012 brand 

perception and consideration have massively improved 

with an overall increase in guest loyalty to the 

brand.  

Due to the overall success of the concept, Open Lobby 

has become a brand standard for all Holiday Inn Hotels 

with a compliance date of December 2019. 

Results of the Open Lobby’s success are gathered per 

property and are measured using IHG’s internal 

reporting system.  

Hotels see a clear overall experience improvement post transformation

Average Guest Love scores increase post 

implementation is +6% points

▪ Over 85% of guests had a better impression of the 

brand

▪ Guests typically spend twice as long in the Open 

Lobby space

▪ Average uplift of +15% in F&B revenue

▪ Typical payback period of three to five years

Hotels with Open Lobby also have;

▪ a 1.4% uplift in RevPar growth

▪ 0.5pts uplift in RGI growth

▪ a higher absolute RGI

▪ faster growing RGI than non-refurbished hotels
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Open Lobby Success 

Holiday Inn London - Brentford Lock & Holiday Inn London – Camden Lock
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In the first two Open Lobby hotels in the 
UK guest satisfaction was measured 
through extensive consumer research 
talking to guests staying in these hotels 
before and after the launch. 

At Holiday Inn London - Camden Lock;
▪ Brand Perception and Brand 

Consideration have massively improved 
▪ Guest satisfaction levels nearly doubled

At Holiday Inn London - Brentford Lock;
▪ 92% of guests spent an hour or more in 

the lobby compared with 43% prior to 
Open Lobby

▪ Financial performance showed a 42.1% 
increase in F&B gross profit

Source: HeartBeat Top 
3 Box - 3 month scores 
as of May 2015 (based 
on 13 Open Lobby 
hotels) 

Source: IHG research 
(Tangible Branding), August 
2012 – August 2013



Owners see a clear Overall Experience 

improvement post refurbishment.

Holiday Inn Amsterdam is 

outperforming every previous year 

since its upgrade and has seen a huge 

increase in guest satisfaction.

The hotel launched the Open Lobby 

with “the great upgrade” marketing 

campaign finishing with a big opening 

party attended by the CEO of IBC. 

Open Lobby Success 

Holiday Inn Amsterdam

“The essentials of Open Lobby 

are a big step ahead. These lie in 

giving the guest what they need. 

This is emphasised by a strong 

partnership with an 

internationally renowned brand -

Starbucks, which adds to the 

total experience of the guest.”

“Without a competitive F&B product 

we would not have performed as well 

as we are doing now. We see capture 

rates going up in our Open Lobby and 

guest spend more time (and more 

money) in these areas.” 

Marco van Esch, Hotel Manager, 

Holiday Inn Amsterdam
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Brand recognition has more than doubled
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Guests love the innovation and overall experience scores are 

much higher than the brand average.

Customer satisfaction is measured using the brand’s 

HeartBeat surveys as well as online reviews (TripAdvisor, 

Expedia and Maestro).

▪ TripAdvisor reviews mention ‘Open Lobby’ regularly and 

are glowing with many mentions of great staff (service), 

excellent choice of food and drink and a welcoming and 

relaxing atmosphere.

▪ Making Guests Smile project has boosted guest reviews 

and staff moral. See Guest and GM reviews slides.

▪ The launch of the first Open Lobby at Holiday Inn London -

Brentford Lock saw over 2,933,095 opportunities to see 

the brand with coverage featured in key national and 

trade travel publications. See PR coverage for launch of 

Holiday Inn London - Brentford Lock.


